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Abstract
We investigate the Balanced Minimum Evolution Problem (BMEP) from an information theory perspective and we show that, under
specific hypotheses, the BMEP can be considered as a cross-entropy minimization problem. This perspective contributes to bridge
the gap between phylogenetics and information theory and enables the development of new lower bounds on the value of the optimal
solution to the BMEP that can be efficiently computed by exploiting some analogies between the BMEP and Huffman coding.
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1. Introduction
A phylogeny of a set Γ of n ≥ 3 species (also called taxa) is an
unrooted binary tree having Γ as leafset [1, 2, 3, 4]. Consider a
n × n symmetric distance matrix D = {di j }, whose generic entry
di j represents a measure of dissimilarity between the pair of
taxa i, j ∈ Γ. Then, the Balanced Minimum Evolution Problem
(BMEP) consists in finding a phylogeny T of Γ that minimizes
the following length function
X X di j
L(T ) =
,
(1)
2τi j
i∈Γ j∈Γ\{i}
where τi j represents the topological distance between taxa i
and j in T , i.e., the number of edges belonging to the (unique)
path connecting taxon i to taxon j [2, 5]. The BMEP is a statistically consistent phylogenetic estimation model that belongs to
the family of the distance matrix methods [1, 6, 7, 8, 9]. It has
been introduced by Pauplin [10] in 2000 and systematically investigated from a biological perspective in [11, 12]. The problem is proved to be NP-hard and inapproximable within cn ,
for some positive constant c > 1, unless P = NP [13]. This
fact has justified the development of a number of implicit enumeration algorithms to exactly solve it (e.g., [2, 5, 4]) as well
as a number of heuristics to approximate its optimal solution
(e.g., [5, 6, 8]). The current state-of-the-art exact solution algorithm for the BMEP, described in [2], is based on an integer
linear programming model that exploits a number of combinatorial properties that the BMEP shares with the Huffman Coding Problem [14, 15, 16]. Such properties suggest the existence
of a deep connection between both problems and, more in general, between phylogenetics and coding theory. However, these
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properties have never been systematically investigated in the literature. In this article, we address this issue more in detail. In
particular, we show that, under specific hypotheses, the BMEP
can be seen as a cross-entropy minimization problem [17, 18].
The concept of information entropy is not new in the literature of phylogenetics. For example, in the context of Bayesian
inference, information entropy provides a natural way to measure the information content (or, equivalently, the noise) of
systematic data [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. In the context of evolution of biological systems, information entropy is proposed
as a conceptual bond to relate microevolutionary patterns (i.e.,
changes occurring on time-scales shorter than speciation rates)
to macroevolutionary patterns (i.e., changes occurring on timescales longer than speciation rates) [24]. More importantly, in
the context of phylogenetic diversity, information entropy is
used to describe possible methods to compute a measure of
dissimilarity within taxa belonging to the same population of
individuals or between taxa from different populations of individuals [25]. Further insights on the measures of dissimilarity
among taxa (with particular emphasis on the quadratic entropy
[26]), new methods to improve them, and efficient algorithms
to compute them are presented in [22, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. A
recent survey on entropy measures in phylogenetic diversity is
proposed by Chao et al. [26]. This article further extends the
use of information entropy in phylogenetics and brings to light
the existence of deep connections between information theory
and the class of phylogenetic estimation models based on the
minimum evolution criterion (see [1, 6, 7]). Such class includes
e.g., the BMEP and the Minimum Evolution Problem (MEP)
[1, 32] from among distance methods and the Parsimonious
Phylogeny Estimation Problem (PPEP) and its versions from
among the character-based methods [7]. Because some of these
problems are strictly related (e.g., the BMEP is known to be a
restriction of the MEP [32], which in turn shares strong combinatorial aspects with the PPEP [33]) it is plausible to think that
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the relationships between information entropy and the BMEP
presented in this article may be further extended also to other
problems belonging to this class. Our belief is that having a better mathematical understanding of these connections may bring
new ideas in both the theoretical and computational aspects of
phylogenetics and ultimately pay off in terms of improved estimation algorithms.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some notation and briefly recall a number of fundamental results from information theory and phylogenetics that will
prove useful throughout the articles. In Section 3, we show that
the BMEP can be seen as a cross-entropy minimization problem, in which probabilities are restricted to encode unrooted binary trees. We exploit the structure of unrooted binary trees
to connect the BMEP with the Kullback-Leibler divergence,
thereby providing a specific lower bound on the value of the
optimal solution to the BMEP via an adaptation of Pinsker’s
inequality [17, 18]. Finally, in Section 4 we draw a parallel between the Kullback-Leibler divergence and Huffman coding in
order to both strengthen the proposed lower bound and develop
an efficient algorithm to compute it.

We refer the reader interested in deepening the study of these
equalities as well as combinatorial aspects of the BMEP to [34].
In the next sections we will see that the phylogenetic manifold
plays a central role in determining possible lower bounds for
the optimal solution to the BMEP.
Fixed a positive integer m, consider a source that sends
out data as a sequence of symbols over an alphabet Σ =
{a1 , a2 , . . . , am }. Let p(a j ) be the probability of the occurrence
of the symbol a j ∈ Σ in the sequence and let p = (p1 , . . . , pm )
the discrete distribution of such probabilities. Assume that the
symbols in Σ are independent, identically distributed, and that
the probabilities of their occurrences are known a priori. Then,
the information entropy (or Shannon’s entropy) of the source is
defined as [16]
H(p) = −

j∈Γi

(3)

Let C be a coding scheme for the source, i.e., a set of codewords that are in a bijective relationship with the symbols in Σ.
Let l j be the length of the codeword associated to a j with respect to a given measuring system (usually the binary system).
Then, the Average Codeword Length (ACL) of C is defined as
P
ACL(C) = mj=1 p(a j )l j [16]. Finding a coding scheme for the
given source having minimum ACL is a central problem in information theory [16]. The fundamental Shannon’s source coding theorem provides a lower bound for such a minimum, by
stating that no coding scheme for the source can have an ACL
smaller than the relative information entropy [35].
We recall two supplementary definitions from information
theory that will be frequently used in the remainder of the
article. In particular, given a second probability distribution
q = (q1 , . . . , qm ) associated to the same set of symbols a j ∈ Σ,
the cross-entropy is defined as [17, 18]

Given a phylogeny T of Γ and a taxon i ∈ Γ, we denote Γi as
the set Γ \ {i} and τi = (τi1 , . . . , τin ) as the path-length sequence
seen from taxon i, i.e., the vector of the topological distances
relative to the (n − 1) paths in T from taxon i to the remaining
taxa in Γi . We define τ = {τi : i ∈ Γ} as the path-length sequence collection of the topological distances in T . Note that
a path-length sequence collection τ encodes all topological distances of a phylogeny T . Finally, we define T as the set of
all possible phylogenies for Γ, Θ as the set of all path-length sequences τi from a generic taxon i ∈ Γ associated to the phylogenies in T , and Θ̄ as the set of path-length sequence collections τ
associated to the phylogenies in T . Throughout the article, we
will explicit the dependence of the above entities on the number
of taxa considered whenever the context can be ambiguous. For
example, we will write Θn to denote the set Θ for a given set Γ
of n taxa.
We recall thats the sets Θi , i ∈ Γ, and Θ are characterized
by specific equalities [2]. In particular, the first equality, called
Kraft equality [15], states that τi ∈ Θn if and only if
2−τi j =

p(a j ) log2 p(a j ).

j=1

2. Background and Notation

X

m
X

H(p, q) = −

m
X

p j log2 (q j )

j=1

while the Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD), also called relative entropy, is defined as
DKL (pkq) = H(p, q) − H(p).
The cross-entropy can be interpreted as the information entropy
of the source when data follow a true discrete probability distribution p while their lengths are encoded with respect to a
“wrong” discrete probability distribution q. In this context, the
KLD measures of the dissimilarity between the proper information entropy of the source and the “wrong one”. We refer the
reader interested in deepening the interpretations of such definitions to [16].

1
.
2

Stott-Parker and Ram [15] showed that Kraft equality plays a
central role in the combinatorics of the Huffman Coding Problem (HCP) [16], as it contributes to explain e.g., why the HCP
can be solved in polynomial-time. The second equality, constrains the path-length sequence collections associated to the
phylogenies of a given set Γ of taxa to satisfy the the phylogenetic manifold equation [34], i.e.,
XX
τi j 2−τi j = 2n − 3, ∀ τ ∈ Θ̄.
(2)

3. The BMEP as a Cross-Entropy Minimization Problem
We will show now that the BMEP can be seen as a crossentropy minimization problem in which the probabilities must
satisfy the phylogenetic manifold equation (2). Before proceeding, we observe that the following result holds:

i∈Γ j∈Γi

2

P
• qi j = 2−di j > 0 and such that j∈Γi qi j = 1; hence, qi =
{qi j : j ∈ Γi } can be seen as a probability distribution.

Proposition 1. The input distance matrix D of the BMEP is an
Exponentially Double-Stochastic (EDS) matrix, i.e., it is such
that its component-wise exponential matrix 2−D = {2−di j : i, j ∈
Γ} enjoys the following properties:

• H(pi (τ), qi ) is the cross-entropy between the two probability distributions pi (τ) and qi over the same underlying
set Γi .

• (2−D )ii = 1 for all i ∈ 1, . . . , n;
• 2−D = S + I where S is a double-stochastic matrix.

We also observe that

Proof. We first observe that 2−D − I is a nonnegative symmetric
matrix. Then, by [36, 37], there exists an unique diagonal matrix Π = diag(π1 , . . . , πn ) with positive entries such that matrix
S = Π(2−D − I)Π has rows/columns that sum to one if and only
if there exists a symmetric nonnegative matrix with the same
support as S and rows that sum to 1. As any matrix 2(2−τ − I),
with τ ∈ Θ̄, satisfies the latter requirement, we can conclude
that matrix S exists.

• The cross-entropy is always greater than or equal to the
entropy, i.e.,
H(pi (τ), qi ) ≥ H(pi (τ), pi (τ)) = H(pi (τ)).
and, in particular,
min H(p, q) = H(p, p),
q

Now, consider the positive matrix S + I, and its component
wise logarithmic matrix Ŝ. We have that



if i = j,
1
(S + I)i j = 

πi π j 2−di j if i , j
⇔



0
Ŝi j = 

− log2 (πi ) − log2 (π j ) + di j

min H(p, q) = log max{q j }.
p

• The KLD in the context of the BMEP is
DKL (pi (τ)kqi ) = H(pi (τ), qi ) − H(pi (τ))

if i = j,
if i , j.

and, in particular,

(4)

min DKL (pkq) = DKL (pkp) = 0

In particular, for each τ ∈ Θ̄, it holds that
X log (πi ) X log (π j )
2
2
Tr(2−τ Ŝ) = Tr(2−τ D) −
−
−τi j
−τi j
2
2
i, j∈Γ
i, j∈Γ
i, j

q

= min DKL (pkq) = DKL (qkq)
p

• The Pinsker’s inequality holds on DKL (pi (τ)kqi ), together
with its reversed expression [38], i.e.,

i, j

X log (πi ) X log (π j )
2
2
= Tr(2−τ D) −
−
2
2
i∈Γ
j∈Γ
X
log2 (πi )
= Tr(2−τ D) −

α ≤ DKL (pi (τ)kqi ) ≤ log2 (1 + β) − δ
(5)
where

i∈Γ

where i∈Γ log2 (πi ) is independent of the choice of τ ∈ Θ̄ and
consequently,
P

arg min Tr(2−τ D) = arg min Tr(2−τ Ŝ).
2−τ ∈2−Θ̄

1
kpi (τ) − qi k21 ,
log 4
γ
kpi (τ) − qi k21 ,
δ=
log 4

α=

(6)

2−τ ∈2−Θ̄

We exploit the above results to rewrite (1) as a sum of crossentropies through the following series of equalities:
X X di j
1
= Tr(2−τ D) = Tr(2 · 2−τ D)
(7)
L(T ) =
τi j
2
2
i∈Γ j∈Γi



1 X X di j
1 X  X 1
−d
i
j
−
=
=
log2 (2 )
τ
−1
τ
−1
i
j
i
j
2 i∈Γ j∈Γ 2
2 i∈Γ
2
j∈Γi
i


 1 X
1 X  X
−
pi j (τ) log2 (qi j ) =
H(pi (τ), qi )
=
2 i∈Γ
2 i∈Γ
j∈Γ

being kpi (τ) − qi k21 =

P

j∈Γi

kpi (τ) − qi k21
,
2 min j∈Γi qi j
(
)
pi j (τ)
γ = min
j∈Γi
qi j
β=

2
|pi j (τ) − qi j | .

Specific bounds on the value of the KLD for rooted trees can
be found in [17, 18]. Since all phylogenies satisfy (2), we can
reformulate further the KLD as follows:
DKL (pi (τ)kqi )
X
X
= −
(pi j (τ) · log2 (qi j )) +
(pi j (τ) · log2 (pi j (τ)))
j∈Γi

i

j∈Γi

X di j X 1

!
1−τi j
=2·
+
·
log
2
2
2τi j j∈Γ 2τi j −1
j∈Γi
i
X di j − τi j !
=2·
+1
2τi j
j∈Γ

where:
P
• pi j (τ) = 21−τi j > 0 and such that j∈Γi pi j (τ) = 1; hence,
pi (τ) = {pi j (τ) : j ∈ Γi } can be seen as a probability distribution;

i

3

(i) fn (x, d) ≥ fn (sort ↑ (x), sort ↑ (d)).
(ii) min{ fn (x, d) : x ∈ Θn } = min{ fn−1 (y, d◦ ) : y ∈ Θn−1 }.

to obtain
1X
H(pi (τ), qi )
2−τ ∈2−Θ̄ 2
i∈Γ


X τi j

1 X 

DKL (pi (τ)kqi ) + 2
−
1
= min

2τi j
2−τ ∈2−Θ̄ 2
min

= min

2−τ ∈2−Θ̄

2

(i) Let di < d j with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Then
(di − xi )2−xi + (d j − x j )2−x j

j∈Γi

i∈Γ

1X

Proof.

DKL (pi (τ)kqi ) +

i∈Γ

3n − 6
2

≤ (di − x j )2−x j + (d j − xi )2−xi ⇔ xi ≤ x j
This implies xi+1 = xi whenever di+1 < di , hence
fn (x, d) ≥ fn (sort ↑ (x), sort ↑ (d)).
(ii) Assume, without loss of generality, that x is sorted nondecreasing and suppose, by contradiction, that

which in turn leads to the following lower bound on the value
of the optimal solution to the BMEP:
3n − 6 1 X
min DKL (pi (τ), qi ).
+
2
2 i∈Γ τi ∈Θn

(8)

min{ fn (x, d) : x ∈ Θn } > min{ fn−1 (y, d◦ ) : y ∈ Θn−1 }.
Let x0 = (y1 , . . . , yn−2 , yn−1 + 1, yn−1 + 1). We first note
that x0 ∈ Θn . Now, consider the difference fn (x0 , d) −
fn−1 (y, d◦ ). We obtain

4. Relative Entropy Minimization of Topological Distances
A question that natural arises is how to efficiently compute (8) for a given instance of the BMEP. In this section,
we will develop a polynomial-time algorithm to address this
question. Before proceeding, we introduce some notation and
definitions that will prove useful throughout the remainder of
the article. In particular, given a vector x ∈ Rn0+ , we define sort ↑ (x) as the vector obtained from x by sorting its entries
in non-decreasing order. For example, if x = (9, 7, 8, 10), then
sort ↑ (x) = (7, 8, 9, 10). Given a second vector y ∈ Rn0+ , we define sort(x | ↑ y) as the vector obtained from x by reordering its
entries according to the permutation induced by sort ↑ (y). For
example, let x = (9, 7, 8, 10) and y = (5, 1, 6, 2); the permutation of indices of the entries of y yielding sort ↑ (y) is (2, 4, 1, 3);
then, sort(x | ↑ y) = (7, 10, 9, 8). Fixed a generic n-dimensional
vector d ∈ Rn0+ , we define d◦ as the (n − 1)-dimensional vector
having entries d◦ = (d1 , . . . , dn−2 , (dn−1 + dn )/2 − 1). Similarly,
we define d− as the (n − 1)-dimensional vector having entries
d− = (d1 , . . . , dn−2 , dn − 1). Given a path-length sequence of a
phylogeny of n taxa τi ∈ Θn and a generic n-dimensional vector
d ∈ Rn0+ , we consider the support function fn : Θn × Rn0+ → R
defined as
n
X
fn (τi , d) =
(d j − τi j )2−τi j .
(9)

fn (x0 , d) − fn−1 (y, d◦ )
= (dn−1 − (yn−1 + 1))2−(yn−1 +1) + (dn − (yn−1 + 1))2−(yn−1 +1)
− (((dn−1 + dn )/2 − 1) − yn−1 ) 2−yn−1 = 0
Hence, fn (x0 , d) < min{ fn (x, d) : x ∈ Θn }, which leads to
a contradiction. As a result, we can deduce that
min{ fn (x, d) : x ∈ Θn } ≤ min{ fn−1 (y, d◦ ) : y ∈ Θn−1 }.
Now, suppose by contradiction that the strict inequality
holds. Let y0 = (x1 , . . . , xn−2 , xn−1 − 1). Consider the difference fn−1 (y0 , d◦ ) − fn (x, d). We obtain
fn−1 (y0 , d◦ ) − fn (x, d)
= (((dn−1 + dn )/2 − 1) − (xn−1 − 1)) 2−(xn−1 −1)
− (dn−1 − xn−1 )2−xn−1 − (dn − xn−1 )2−xn−1 = 0.
This implies that min{ fn−1 (y, d◦ ) : y ∈ Θn−1 } is not an
optimal solution to the MREP of d◦ , which leads to a contradiction. Thus, also the second claim follows.

j=1

Our observations, together with Proposition 2, imply that for
an optimal solution x of the MREP associated to an input ndimensional vector d ∈ Rn0+ , the following recursion holds for
k = n, . . . , 3:

Finally, for a fixed n-dimensional vector d ∈ Rn0+ , we define the
Minimum Relative Entropy Problem (MREP) associated to d as
the problem of finding the path-length sequence τi ∈ Θn that
minimizes (9), i.e.,
min fn (τi , d).
(10)

fk (x, sort ↑ (d)) = fk−1 (sort(x− | ↑ d◦ ), sort ↑ (d◦ )).

τi ∈Θn

We explain this recursion by means of then following example.

We first observe that
min fn (τi , d) = min

τi ∈Θn

(12)

τi ∈Θn

1
DKL (pi (τi ), qi ) − 1.
2

Example 1. Consider the eight-dimensional vector d =
(3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5) and the corresponding instance of the
MREP associated to it. With a little abuse of notation, we
write d8 to indicate that the vector d is eight-dimensional and
we denote d8 (i) as its i-th entry. By definition, the sevendimensional vector d8◦ associated to d8 is (3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4). By
Proposition 2, the optimal solution to min x∈Θn f (x, d8 ) can be
computed by solving the MREP associated to d8◦ . By setting

(11)

We also observe that for n = 3, Θn = {(2, 3, 3)}. Hence, (2, 3, 3)
is an optimal solution to (11). Moreover, the following proposition holds:
Proposition 2. Let d ∈ Rn0+ be a generic n-dimensional vector
and let x be a path-length sequence in Θn . Then
4

dk−1 = sort ↑ (dk◦ ), we can recurse this process via (12) until
k = 3, by giving rise to the following vectors
d7 = (3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4) ⇒ d7◦ = (3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3)
⇒ d6 = (3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4) ⇒ d6◦ = (3, 3, 4, 4, 3)

1

⇒ d5 = (3, 3, 3, 4, 4) ⇒ d5◦ = (3, 3, 3, 3)
⇒ d4 = (3, 3, 3, 3) ⇒ d4◦ = (3, 3, 2)

6

⇒ d3 = (2, 3, 3)
As (2, 3, 3) = arg min{ f (y, d3 ) : y ∈ Θ3 }, we can easily solve
the base case for the recursion, by obtaining

2

7

3

4

5

8

Figure 1: Unsorted optimal path-lengths for the instance of the MREP constituted by the vector (3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5).

min fn (x, d8 ) = (2 − 2) · 2−2 + (3 − 3) · 2−3 + (3 − 3) · 2−3 = 0.
x∈Θn

In order to recover the optimal solution to the considered instance, we need to appropriately keep track of the reordering
process carried out during the recursion. To this end, we initially associate a tuple l(i) = (i, null ) to each entry of vector d.
These labels propagate to the entries of vector d◦ according to
the following rule



if i = 1, . . . , n − 2,
l(i)
◦
l(i) = 

(l(n − 1), l(n)) if i = n − 1.

separate optimization subproblems each of which can be solved
by means of the recusion (12). Hence, the Lagrangian dual
can be solved, at least sub-optimally, by iteratively solving the
two subproblems while optimizing with respect to λ according
to the standard subgradient method. It is worth noting that a
similar result can be derived for multiple symmetry constraints
and for any constraint on a topological distance like τi j ≥ k,
k ∈ R0+ . The latter is typically imposed in a branch and bound
framework when a partial description of a phylogeny is present
(see e.g., [2]).

Then, by considering li◦ as a label of di◦ , we can mimic as follows the reordering process of d◦ during the recursion:
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= (1, (6, (7, 8)), 2, 3, (4, 5))

= (3, 3, 2) : l4◦ = (1, (4, 5), ((6, (7, 8)), (2, 3))).

When the base case is reached, from the sequence of labels
l3◦ = (((6, (7, 8)), (2, 3)), 1, (4, 5)) associated to d3 = (2, 3, 3) we
can deduce that sort↑ (4, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 4, 4) is an optimal solution
to the considered instances of the MREP (see Figure 1). Example 1 shows that DKL (pi (τ), qi ) = 1 whenever the ith row Di,· of
a given distance matrix D is a path-length sequence. Moreover,
if D is a path-length sequence collection, then the lower bound
(8) is equal to the right-hand side of (2) and therefore strict.
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